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PRODUCT 
INFORMATION 

TYPE OF PRODUCT Flooring 

 COMPANY NAME Staybull Flooring 
 PRODUCT/COLLECTION NAME Exotic Species 

 DESCRIPTION Hand-picked reclaimed hard wood strips fused with eco-friendly glues and 
finishes 

MATERIAL FEEDSTOCK MATERIAL CONTENT Hand-picked reclaimed hard wood strips fused with eco-friendly glues and 
finishes 

 RECYCLED CONTENT % Over 98% of the material is used or made from recycled wood 
flooring 

 RAPIDLY RENEWABLE CONTENT 
% 

Because Staybull uses reused or reclaimed hardwood floors they 
are somewhat rapidly renewable. Their ability to produce product 
relies completely on donations of the product.  

 HARMFUL ADDITIVES None 
 HARMFUL EMISSIONS None 
 EMISSION STRENGTH OVER TIME Wood off-gases very low amounts of CO2 over its lifetime. After the 

wood is processed into lumber the emission strength decreases in 
comparison to its life span. However, depending on the adhesive 
chosen the emission strength can vary drastically.  

 TREATMENTS   Eco-Shield flooring finish 
MANUFACTURING MANUFACTURING PROCESS Made form reclaimed flooring strips, uses VOC free glues and finishes 

throughout. 
 HARMFUL EMISSIONS Through the process of reclaiming wood mostly manpower and 

electric tools are used to remove the wood form its original 
structure. The only harmful emissions in the manufacturing process 
would be from the way in which the material is shipped (ie. Cars, 
boats, train…).  

 LOCATION OF MANUF. PLANT They operate two fully equipped lumber mills located in Buffalo, NY 
and in Grover, NC 

 TESTS/CODES n/a 
 3RD PARTY CERTIFICATION Can make FSC flooring upon request, and uses Eco-Shield flooring 

finish that both go through numerous testing procedures in order to 
be certified. The only additional certification the product goes 
through is the finishing, which is Eco-Shield, and every product is 
inspected by hand.  

INSTALLATION INSTALLATION PROCEDURE Can be installed over sub floor or concrete, installing over sub floor 
requires a layer of 15-pound asphalt felt, or Red Rosin paper, When 
installing on a concrete slab the recommended application is to 
glue using a Urethane Wood Flooring adhesive. 

 INSTALLATION ADHESIVES Either a tar paper or a urethane glue depending on the specific 
application needed 

 UNIT COST Domestic species of wood start at $650 
Exotic species of wood starts at $950 

 LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS 
EXTRACTION 

The flooring is meant to last longer and be more efficient by using 
fewer planks per space. But the flooring can also be sanded and 
refinished if deemed necessary. 

 END OF SERVICE LIFE The wood may be recycled but the tar paper and under installation 
application may or may not be able to be depending on which 
product was used. 

MISC. PROPERTIES QUALITIES/PROPERTIES OF 
PRODUCT 

 Standard planks can cup and twist after installation but Staybull 
resists cupping and twisting after installing in complete. 

 MISC. COMMENTS Their recycled hardwood flooring is not FSC certified but they can 
produce FSC certified flooring if requested. 
This material is packaged and received to the user in a cardboard 
box. 

 CONTRIBUTION TO LEED POINTS MR 4, 5 and 7 : FSC is available upon request and ships from the 
nearest facility to receive the max amount of pints possible. 

COMPANY PROFILE GREEN PHILOSOPHY Recycled wood flooring composed of over 20 species of reclaimed 
hardwood discarded by mills around the word. Architects and designers 
love working with Staybull because itʼs the only brand of recycled flooring 
that blends perfectly with todayʼs modern and green homes.  



 CONTACT  1-88-525-5966 
MAINTENANCE AFTER INSTALLATION To remove particles or anything of that nature, you may use a vacuum. 

Placing protective pads under furniture and stationary items will help 
reduce scratches and dents.  

 
 


